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1. Introduction

At present, industrial robot arms have been widely adopted in many areas. Unfortunately, operation of them is not easy to master for workers due to complex architectures as well as various control patterns required for each situation. Therefore, if there is a user-friendly human-robot interface and through this interface workers can operate industrial robot arms by their familiar language, it will remarkably reduce the difficulty of the usage of them. The aim of this research is to develop a new human-robot interaction control approach for industrial robot arms by means of software platform for agents and knowledge management in order to construct a symbiotic human-robot system that could be adopted in industrial area (Ueno, 2002).

Conventionally, industrial robot arms only can be operated by experts who should possess sufficient knowledge on features of industrial robot arms and be able to control their movement for performing a task. To improve the human-robot interface, researchers have already developed some software interfaces for the operation of industrial robots (Mizukawa et al, 2002) (Konukseven et al, 2004) (Sales et al, 2004) (Cengiz, 2003). Unfortunately, effective use of these interfaces still depends on the technical training. This paper proposes a knowledge-based human-robot interaction control approach in conjunction with a humanoid robot Robovie as a communication robot (Tao Zhang et al, 2005) for industrial robot arms. With this method, an operator can easily interact with the autonomous communication robot by his natural language. The communication robot transfers the sentences of the operator to a sentence parser. The key words extracted by the sentence parser are then sent to a software platform, called SPAK (Software Platform of Agents and Knowledge Management) (Ampornaramveth et al, 2004). In SPAK, it maintains sufficient knowledge on this human-robot system. According to the defined human-robot interaction control in SPAK, industrial robot arms can be correctly operated according to operator’s request. With the proposed method, a person is not required to be an expert of industrial robot arms but just an ordinary operator of industrial robot arms. He can operate industrial robot arms like an expert.
Although there are many types of industrial robot arms to be operated, the knowledge on these robots can be easily defined in SPAK in a uniform manner by using frame-based knowledge representation schema. The knowledge is maintained as a key component of a communication robot, i.e. a dialog robot, for the robot arms. Therefore, a person only needs to explain his requests to the communication robot. SPAK can assist the person to select appropriate robots and arrange their operations to satisfy the person’s requests to achieve tasks. In addition, SPAK can control different types of robots even they use various kinds of operation systems. From the side of operators, it is no need to possess knowledge on the operations of different types of robots.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, human-robot system as well as its interaction control process is modelled by frame-based knowledge representation. In section 3, human-robot system is defined in SPAK according to its knowledge model using XML format. Through human-robot interaction, industrial robot arm is controlled by use of SPAK via wireless network in section 4. Section 5 introduces an actual system comprised of human, humanoid robot (Robovie) and industrial robot arm (MELFA) and its experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed human-robot interaction control method.

2. Modelling of Human-Robot System

Human-robot interaction control for an industrial robot arm is based on the interaction between an operator of the robot arm and a communication robot. The operator’s request is transferred to SPAK via wireless network and converted into commands of the robot arm. SPAK can control the robot arm with these commands and get the feedback signals from the robot. By converting these feedback signals into the sentences of natural language and speaking out these sentences by the communication robot, the operator can understand the status of the robot arm and continue his operation successfully. From this operation process, the definition of human-robot system in SPAK is one of the important components. In order to implement the definition of human-robot system, the modelling of human-robot system is necessary.

The modelling of human-robot system is based on the frame-based knowledge representation. It is well known that frame representation systems are currently the primary technology used for large-scale knowledge representation in Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Koller & Pfeffer, 1998). A frame is a data-structure for representing a stereotyped situation (Minsky, 1974). Attached to each frame are several kinds of information, called knowledge. Collections of related frames are linked together into frame-systems. The structure of a frame is consisted of several items, such as Frame name, Frame type, A-kind-of, Descendants, Slots, etc. (Tairyou, 1998). A frame consists of slots, each of which
has different roles in description of knowledge. Table 1 and 2 shows the definition of a frame as well as its slot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame name</td>
<td>Identification for frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame type</td>
<td>Type of frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-kind-of</td>
<td>Pointer to parent frame for expressing IS_A relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descendants</td>
<td>Pointer list to children frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has-part</td>
<td>Components of this frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic-link-from</td>
<td>Links from other frames according to their semantic relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic-link-to</td>
<td>Links to other frames according to their semantic relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots</td>
<td>Components of the frame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Meanings of each item in a frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slot name</td>
<td>Identification for slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Purpose of slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From</td>
<td>Source of slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data type</td>
<td>Explain the attribute of information recorded into the value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Slot value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Condition of slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument</td>
<td>Argument for slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-required</td>
<td>If slot is required, check this item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-shared</td>
<td>If slot can be shared with other frames, check this item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame-related</td>
<td>A frame related with slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame-list-related</td>
<td>Several frames related with slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>If the slot value is not determined, the default value can be recorded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>But the value and default value cannot be given at the same time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Meanings of each item in a slot

Using frames and their slots, a human-robot system can be modelled simply. This knowledge model is comprised of different frames to represent various pieces of knowledge. For instance, frames for robots include features of a communication robot and industrial robot arms as well as their operation commands. Particularly, the frames for the communication robot include the knowledge on a human-robot interface. At present, a human-robot interface can be implemented by vision recognition, robot speech, physical input, etc. While, frames for users include much information about the users. All frames for the knowledge model are organized by their ISA relations in a hierarchy. That is, a lower level frame is a subclass of its upper level frame. The bottom frames are the instances of the upper level frame. Based on these relations, a
human-robot interaction control can be defined in frames. Table 3 illustrates a part of an example of a frame about a communication robot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame:</th>
<th>Communication robot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-kind-of:</td>
<td>Robot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descendants:</td>
<td>Empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has-part:</td>
<td>(mouth, motor, eyes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic-link-from:</td>
<td>Empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic-link-to:</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A frame for communication robot

In the model of a human-robot system, the human-robot interaction control can be described as below. As a human operator is interacting with a communication robot, the sentences given by the operator are recognized and transferred to a software sentence parser. By this parser, the key words extracted from the sentences are sent to SPAK. In the SPAK knowledge base there exist many frames on the operation for the industrial robot arm. If the condition of an operation of the robot arm is satisfied according to the key words, the commands to the robot arm defined in this frame will be sent to the robot arm. And the robot arm will then move along the commands. After movement, the robot arm will send a feedback signal to SPAK through a software agent, which translates the feedback signal into the key words that the SPAK knowledge system can understand. As SPAK receives them, it will form some sentences corresponding to these words and send them to the communication robot. The operator can then hear the spoken sentences from the communication robot and decide the next operation.

3. Definition of Human-Robot System in Software Platform

3.1 SPAK

In order to implement a human-robot interaction control for an industrial robot arm, a software platform, called SPAK (Software Platform for Agents and Knowledge Management), has been recently developed. It is a frame-based knowledge engineering environment (Ampornaramveth et al, 2004). It provides a central module, which acts as a blackboard for communication channels, knowledge processing brain, memory, and does judgment, task planning and execution. It also provides software tools necessary for integration of various
existing modules over a TCP/IP network. The features of SPAK are “platform-independent” as existing robots and software modules often rely on different platforms or operation systems, “network-aware” as the modules must interact on a network, supporting “software agent” and being “user friendly”. SPAK is targeted to be the platform on which a group of coordinative robots (or their agents) operate on top of frame knowledge.

SPAK consists of the following software components:

- **GUI Interface:**
  A user-friendly graphical interface to the internal knowledge manager and the inference engines. It provides the users direct access to the frame-based knowledge.

- **Knowledge Database and Knowledge Manager:**
  This is the SPAK core module, which maintains the frame systems as Java class hierarchy, and performs knowledge conversion to/from XML format.

- **Inference Engines:**
  Verify and process information from external modules, which may result in instantiation or destruction of frame instances in the knowledge manager, and execution of predefined actions.

- **JavaScript Interpreter:**
  Interprets JavaScript code which is used for defining condition and procedural slots in a frame. It also provides access to a rich set of standard Java class libraries that can be used for customizing SPAK to a specific application.

- **Base Class for Software Agent:**
  Provide basic functionality for developing software agents that reside on networked robots.

- **Network Gateway:**
  This is a daemon program allowing networked software agents to access knowledge stored in SPAK. All SPAK network traffics are processed here.

### 3.2 Definition of human-robot system in SPAK

In SPAK, a human-robot system is defined according to its knowledge model by means of XML format (www.xml.com). Table 4 illustrates an example about the frame described in the XML format in SPAK for the behavior of face detection of a communication robot, which is implemented for an experiment. XML is a markup language for Internet documents containing structured information.
<FRAME>
  <NAME>FaceDetect</NAME>
  <ISA>Behavior</ISA>
  <ISINSTANCE>FALSE</ISINSTANCE>
  <SLOTLIST>
    <SLOT>
      <NAME>mSensor</NAME>
      <TYPE>TYPE_INSTANCE</TYPE>
      <CONDITION>COND_ANY</CONDITION>
      <ARGUMENT>Bust</ARGUMENT>
      <VALUE></VALUE>
      <REQUIRED>TRUE</REQUIRED>
      <SHARED>TRUE</SHARED>
    </SLOT>
    <SLOT>
      <NAME>mMouth</NAME>
      <TYPE>TYPE_INSTANCE</TYPE>
      <CONDITION>COND_ANY</CONDITION>
      <ARGUMENT>MouthIO</ARGUMENT>
      <VALUE></VALUE>
      <REQUIRED>TRUE</REQUIRED>
      <SHARED>TRUE</SHARED>
    </SLOT>
    <SLOT>
      <NAME>onInstantiate</NAME>
      <TYPE>TYPE_STR</TYPE>
      <CONDITION>COND_ANY</CONDITION>
      <ARGUMENT></ARGUMENT>
      <VALUE>rpc("recogFace", "");</VALUE>
      <REQUIRED>FALSE</REQUIRED>
      <SHARED>TRUE</SHARED>
    </SLOT>
  </SLOTLIST>
</FRAME>

Table 4. XML format in SPAK

With XML format, frame structure as well as its contents written by slots can be defined easily. Particularly, the frame system can be illustrated in the SPAK Graphic User Interface (GUI). Besides, corresponding to the XML file, there is an interpreter to translate XML-based specifications into relative commands. The meaning of this format can be explained corresponding to the definition of a frame in Table 1 and 2. Between <FRAME> and </FRAME> defines a frame. NAME refers to the frame name. ISA refers to the item of “A-kind-of”. ISINSTANCE refers to the frame type. Between <SLOTLIST> and </SLOTLIST> defines slots. Each SLOT gives several contents, including NAME, TYPE, CONDITION, ARGUMENT, VALUE, REQUIRED, SHARED, etc. With this XML format, a frame and its slots can be described in detail. Therefore, human-robot system can be defined in SPAK by means of XML format.
4. Implementation of Human-Robot Interaction Control

In section 2, the interaction control process for an industrial robot arm has been explained. As implementing the human-robot interaction control, several technologies should be integrated and employed by SPAK. Firstly, for the interaction between an operator and a communication robot, SPAK integrates several technologies for implementing a human-robot interface, such as face detection, image recognition, speech recognition etc. Concerning face detection, by use of the robot “eyes” which are installed with video cameras, the robot can get the video image of the human’s face. With the face detection program stored in the embedded computer, the robot can recognize the human by the computer vision technology. Of course, if it is the first time for this specific person, the robot will store the information about this person’s face in his knowledge database by its learning function. When the robot looks this person’s face again, he can recognize him at once. Thus it sends the recognition results to SPAK. Another technique that robot can use for human-robot interface is by means of speech. Since the robot system has a software program for speech recognition, SPAK just sends the recognized sentences to the communication robot, who can speak out the sentences sent by SPAK to the operator. Another important technology is to parse a natural sentence. In this human-robot system, an operator can give his requests to the robot arm in natural language. By means of voice recognition software, such as IBM ViaVoice (http://www-306.ibm.com/software/voice/viavoice/), the sentences given by the operator can be recognized and stored into the computer. Since SPAK can generate the commands for the robot arm by several key words, it is necessary to parse the sentences and to extract the key words from them for SPAK. We have developed a simple sentence parser for SPAK using the technique of Case Grammar taking into account the features of the operations of robot arm (Bruce, 1975). With this software component, key words about objective of control, movement of robot arm, etc., will be picked out and sent to SPAK. If some inconsistencies are detected in the sentences regarding the operation of the robot arm, this parser can also generate some relative words about the inconsistencies and send them to SPAK. SPAK will ask the operator to change his commands again through the speech module of the communication robot. Although the system hierarchy has expressed the relations among frames, the execution of frame contents must be implemented in SPAK by inference engines. The inference engines used in SPAK are feedforward and backward chainings. The feedforward chaining is usually used when a new fact is added to the knowledge base and we want to generate its consequences, which may add new other facts, and trigger further inferences. The backward chaining starts with something we want to prove, find implication facts that would allow us to conclude it. It is used for finding all answers to a question posed to the knowledge base.
Besides, the control of robots also needs their different driving programs of robots for their actions as well as some software agents to convert the signals between robots and SPAK. Particularly, for feedback control, the robot arm should be able to generate feedback signal about their status and send them to SPAK.

5. Experiment

5.1 Experiment setup

An experimental symbiotic human-robot system with human-robot interaction control for industrial robot arms has been developed, which composed of Robovie (autonomous communication robot), MELFA (industrial robot arm) and SPAK, as illustrated by Fig. 1.

Robovie was developed by Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International (ATR) of Japan. It is designed as a kind of autonomous communication robots that can communicate and interact with human in our daily environment. It has 11 degrees of freedom (DOFs) for body motions and sensors such as an omni-directional camera, a set of pan-tilt zooming cameras, a microphone, ultrasonic range sensors, tactile sensors, etc. It can move around with its wheels. Robovie also provides many demo programs for speech, vision, motion, etc. Based on the embedded functions of Robovie, we have developed several programs for monitoring the status of all sensors and sending them to SPAK, defining many actions of Robovie as well as instructing Robovie to talk with human.
Robovie can be used in the field of education, nursing, medical treatment, etc. Robovie and human can make interaction by face detection, speech and user input, so that Robovie can get the operator’s commands and transfer it to SPAK.

MELFA is a kind of industrial articulated robot arm, produced by Mitsubishi Electric Co., Japan. The robot arm used in this experiment has 6 DOFs generated by 6 axes. Each axis is driven by AC servomotor. The servo controller of MELFA is CR1-571. Its programming language is MELFA-BASIC IV. MELFA can move strictly along a trajectory in three-dimensional space. The tip of the robot arm can hold or release workpiece.
In this experiment system, Robovie, MELFA, SPAK and other software components are connected via wireless TCP/IP network. SPAK and other software components (such as vision recognition, sentence parser, software agents, etc.) are running on different computers. Therefore, this system is comprised of a distributed system. The core of this system is SPAK. Fig.2 illustrates the environment of operator-Robovie interaction for the experiment.

5.2 Results

Before performing the task in experiment, the human-robot system must be defined in SPAK according to the knowledge model of this system. Using the modeling method explained in section 2 the system can be modeled and defined in SPAK, as illustrated by Fig.3. From this figure, we can see that all robots and users have been defined in SPAK including their features. Each frame has the structure as Table 1 and 2 and all of them form a frame hierarchy. Fig.4 shows the contents of frame “MELFA” which is to initiate the MELFA before operating it and Fig.5 shows the contents of frame “MELFAOn”, by which the operation of turning on the power of MELFA will be executed.

![Figure 3. Interface of SPAK](image)

![Figure 4. SPAK slot editing table for frame “MELFA”](image)
In Fig. 6, for understanding the principle of executing frames in SPAK, the detail contents and relations of the frames of MELFA in SPAK are illustrated as an example. There exist four frames for four kinds of atomic actions of MELFA, such as “MELFAOn”, “MELFAMove”, “MELFAHome” and “MELFAOff”. Each of them is related with the conditions expressed by the frames of “Greet”, “Mouth”, users and atomic actions. If the frames for the conditions are actuated at the same time, the frame with these condition frames will be actuated and the command given in the special slot “onInstantiate” in this frame will be sent to the servo controller of MELFA. MELFA will then move by the control of servo controller. For instance, the actuation of the frame “MELFA-Move” is based on the actuation of the frames of “Greet”, “Mouth” and “MELFAOn”. With this system, we have made experiment according to the following scenario. It describes an episode of the experiment.

Robovie:   (Robovie looks at the operator’s face and try to recognize it.)
Robovie:   Hi, how are you! I have never seen you before. What is your name?
Operator:  (The operator types his name XXX.)
Robovie:   Hi, XXX. Do you want to operate MELFA now?
Operator:  Has MELFA been ready?
Robovie:   Yes. How do you want MELFA to move?
Operator:  I want MELFA to hold workpiece A and move from P₀ to position P₁.
Robovie:   O.K.
MELFA:     (MELFA starts to perform the task given by the operator.)
Robovie:   MELFA has finished its jobs. If you want it to perform another job, please give your command.
...

From the experiment, operator’s commands can be correctly sent to SPAK and SPAK can convert them into the relative commands of MELFA according to the knowledge model of the system. Therefore, MELFA can perform the task correctly. Besides, for ensuring the reliability of the operation, there are some measures for safety adopted in this system. Firstly, the consistency check of the operator’s sentences is installed in the sentence parser. If the operator’s sentence is inconsistent with the operation of MELFA, the parser will ask operator
to give his sentence again. Secondly, SPAK provides some frames for confirmation. Before performing the movement of MELFA, SPAK will instruct Robovie to repeat the task given by operator again. If operator confirms its correctness, MELFA will be controlled to move. If there exist any problems, SPAK will instruct Robovie to tell operator by speech as soon as possible. Thirdly, MELFA also has some measures to protect itself. With this system, the error information generated by MELFA can be also transferred to SPAK and spoken out by Robovie.

![Diagram showing the frames for the operation of MELFA in SPAK](image)

*Figure 6. Frames for the operation of MELFA in SPAK*
6. Discussions

6.1 Flexibility and extensibility of the proposed human-robot interactive control method

Since the proposed human-robot interaction control method is based on the knowledge model and implemented by SPAK, it has strong flexibility and extensibility. The flexibility of the proposed method is reflected by that, in the knowledge model it is possible to define various kinds of frames to control robot behaviors for different tasks based on human requests. SPAK can integrate many software components to support the implementation of human-robot interaction control for industrial robot arms. The proposed method separates the human-robot interaction control of robots into two stages: designing the knowledge model and implementation in the SPAK. It is possible to adopt same ways (same robots) to implement different tasks or adopt different ways (different robots) to implement same tasks. Therefore, high-level knowledge model design or low-level software component development in SPAK provides a large space to flexibly that performs the tasks for human requests.

The extensibility of the proposed method is resulted from the following several points of views. This method is open to many types of robots. Any new types of robots can be described by the frames in the knowledge model and integrated into the SPAK. The behaviors of multiple robots can be easily combined for a specific task. Different combinations can extend the ability of the system to serve to human. Except natural language, many types of human-robot interaction can be integrated by the proposed method. With the increase of the complexity of tasks, the control performance of the proposed method can be improved by extending the functions described in the knowledge model and implemented by SPAK.

6.2 Knowledge management and improvement by learning in SPAK

Due to the increase of the knowledge required for human-robot system, the knowledge management and improvement becomes more and more important. This is the current research topic for improving the proposed method and realizing the goal of constructing a highly intelligent symbiotic human-robot system in the future. The knowledge management includes the organization and optimization of knowledge. Although a frame and its slots provides strong ability to describe various types of objects and frame hierarchy can organize the frames into a system, it needs mechanism to classify the different types of frames, renew the contents of frames, delete the useless frames, detect the logical errors among frames, and so on. Currently, an expert manages the knowledge manually for a human-robot system. It is definitely needed to de-
develop functions to automatically fulfill these kinds of knowledge management. To imitate human ability, learning new knowledge by means of SPAK for improving the knowledge model is being developed in our research. At present, the learning function is implemented as a Java-based program and developed based on the interaction oriented learning approach. It can exchange information with SPAK and create new frames in SPAK. During the process of interaction, a user will teach a communication robot how to perform a robot behavior or accomplish a specific task by various behaviors for different robots. According to user's teaching, new strategy frames can be created in SPAK by the learning function. The learning function performs a searching process in SPAK. New strategy frames are created in SPAK when the relative behavior frames or strategy frames for robot behaviors are found. The searching route is according to the types of robots and their titles of frames. Since SPAK is a Java-based software system and it consists of Java classes to deal with the manipulation of frames, it is therefore easy to create frames and put them into the new strategy frames in SPAK. If SPAK can not find the existing behavior frames or strategy frames, it will ask the user to provide more information about the new behaviors of robots and therefore create new frames in SPAK. Since this learning function is still under development, it will be continuously improved by the further research.

6.3 Future issues

In order to realize the final goal to construct a highly intelligent symbiotic human-robot system, concerning the proposed control method there still exist many attractive, challengeable issues needed to solve. As mentioned above, the knowledge model adopted by the proposed method needs to be improved on its management. We want to combine the proposed method with other kinds of control approaches to improve the control performance for a symbiotic human-robot system, such as adaptive control, robust control, fuzzy control, etc. In addition, the reliability of the proposed human-robot interaction control of robots is needed to continuously improve. We will apply this method for more different typical tasks in wide areas. With the improvement of robot functions in the near future, the proposed method will be able to adopt for more real applications.
7. Conclusions

A new human-robot interaction control approach for industrial robot arm was proposed. In this method, operator’s requests can be directly obtained by an autonomous communication robot through human-robot interaction, and converted into control instructions for industrial robot arms by SPAK. In addition, the status of the robot arm can be obtained by SPAK and informed to the operator by the speech function of the communication robot. Based on this method, an experimental symbiotic human-robot system for industrial robot arms was constructed and evaluated. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed idea of human-robot interaction control approach for industrial robot arms has strong flexibility and extensibility. It can be extended to construct many kinds of symbiotic human-robot systems including different kinds of robots. The knowledge management and improvement can be realized by learning functions in SPAK. In the future research, more issues will be considered to solve and the control performance of human-robot system will be further improved. We believe that the symbiotic human-robot system with human-robot interaction control has great potentials for future human society.
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